Abstract
Introduction
The proliferation of Ubiquitous Computing (UC) devices and smart environments add extra concerns to the privacy of individuals and organisations. Weiser explained the concept ubiquitous computing as disappearance of computing devices from human attention while providing services to users [1] . Disappearance property can be exhibited through invisibility of devices and automated control (freeing user from operating the devices). These devices interact and exchange information to provide services to user. How much personal information is acquired and exchanged between devices is a function of a device in that environment [2] . Acquisition and use of this information may infringe privacy.
Privacy is one of the delicate issues in the digital society that is difficult to define precisely and objectively [3] . Our position in this context is that users should be aware of the type of information collected, exchanged and processed in order to make choices. This awareness will permit individuals to limit exposure of their information. Privacy is a matter of choice and balance. The latter is concerned with protecting other entities interests. For a more complete discussion on privacy definitions, the reader is referred to [3, 4] . Objective assessment of information gathered and exchanged between UC components is essential for measuring privacy of UC applications. Metrics are necessary to ensure objective and repeatable assessments are achieved.
Metrics are numerical results pertaining to quantification of the characteristics of chosen attributes of an entity. Metrics differ from measurement (a process of measuring) in that they are generated from analysis of measurements [5] . Privacy metrics can be used to assess the degree to which a particular ubiquitous application or devices there in comply with privacy. Metrics are needed to ensure objective assessment in order to distinguish privacy aware applications from others. As the trend towards more sophisticated devices and ubiquitous applications increase, the need for metrics becomes essential.
Privacy Concerns in Ubiquitous Applications
Researchers have addressed and continue to address protection of information privacy in the digital society [2, 3, [6] [7] [8] [9] . Privacy concerns in this field are elevated by four prevailing characteristics. These include ubiquity, invisibility, sensing, and memory amplification [6] .
Ubiquity: A simple example of a ubiquitous computing device is a mobile phone. One of the consequences of mobile phones is infringe of location privacy. In essence, with ubiquitous applications, computing power becomes everywhere. As users change locations (such as home, office, to public places), different smart environments are visited. How much information is exchanged during this interaction is a function of each smart environment. In general, it is difficult to define a boundary for each application. This characteristic makes privacy protection in ubiquitous application difficult to achieve.
Invisibility: The disappearance nature of ubiquitous devices, from view and attention of the user, inhibits the ability to decide when to connect to smart environment. With no comprehensive feedback mechanisms on interacting devices, exercising control on information flow is nearly impossible.
Sensing: Advancement of technology makes design of invisible sensors which are powerful and accurate on sensing a variety of environmental situations including personal emotional aspects such as stress and fear. Sensing capability increases concerns about privacy breaches, particularly when coupled with the two previously discussed characteristics.
Memory amplification: advancements of amplification technologies make it feasible to record every action taking place in the environment. Video and speech can be captured, amplified and exchanged as can any other digital information. In presence of these devices, personal privacy can be affected.
As discussed in many contributions [3, 4, 10] , privacy is the right to be left alone. This fundamental property of privacy requires that one has to determine what to disclose and what not to. This control mechanism is possible when the user is given autonomy through technology to make their own decisions. Lack of pre-alert (or more formerly consent request) can lead to violation of the oneness principal (the right to be left alone).
In the legal and social frameworks, privacy has been dealt intensively, particularly is determining what constitutes private information and how to deal with it [8] . The later has been relatively easier to deal with. However determining what constitutes private information is a trivial exercise, as the inquirer's identity and context both influence user preference on privacy.
A traditional defense of personal privacy has been restriction of type of information that can be disclosed and the accurateness or depth of information. However, in ubiquitous applications, this type of defense perishes due to discussed characteristics of ubiquitous applications. It is necessary to device a way to measure the level of privacy in order to distinguish privacy-aware ubiquitous applications from others.
Related Work
Several measures have been applied to ensure protection of privacy [11] [12] [13] [14] . Major efforts have been on devising regulations that focus on protecting privacy. The Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD), outlined privacy guidelines in the form of eight principles [11] . The first principle is the collection limitation principle, which requires minimum data necessary to perform the purpose be collected, and with full knowledge of the user. While the OECD privacy guidelines are applicable to both manual and automated information, the design philosophy of ubiquitous computing may contradict this principle [14] . For example, a mobile phone can identify itself in a smart environment disclosing information which may threaten privacy of the person. To ensure limiting the risk of privacy breaches in ubiquitous applications and devices, metrics are needed to provide an insight on the amount and type of information required and exchanged invisibly without users' attention.
Spiekermann [14] proposed scales to measure to what degree UC privacy enhancing technologies (PETs) are able to induce a perception of control in people. The author assumed that if people perceive control over UC environments through their PETs then they will also perceive themselves exercising their right to privacy. The scales developed were used to test peoples' perceived control of their privacy when they interact with intelligent infrastructure. Categories considered for scaling were helplessness, contingency, choice, power, information and ease-of-use. For each category, a set of questions were designed to measure the perceptions. The approach employs interview and factor analysis methods to ensure the suitability of the chosen categories, questions and development of scales. All questions were given ordinal scales on which to compute the perceived measure of a particular category. While its focus was to measure perceived privacy, the scales are of limited use in assessing to what extent a particular application is privacy aware without needing to consider user perception.
Scholtz proposed a framework for evaluating usability in ubiquitous computing applications [13] . In the framework, several metrics to assess usability in the field were suggested. Some of the proposed metrics can be adopted by tailoring and calibrating them to describe the degree of confidence on privacy offered by a particular ubiquitous computing application. Examples of metrics proposed which can be used to measure privacy are shown in Table 1 . Ranganathan et al [12] proposed a set of metrics to evaluate various aspects of ubiquitous computing application. Their metrics cover the areas of context sensitivity, security and discovery. Privacy was not considered. However, some metrics may be useful to illuminate privacy. Such metrics include those related to context-sensitivity and application mobility. Examples of these metrics are given in Table 2 . 
Proposed Privacy Metrics
In devising sets of metrics for measuring the privacy level of a particular application, different design principles for privacy-aware ubiquitous are considered [6, 15] . These are alert, choice and consent (control), proximity, anonymity, and feedback [2, 6, 15] .
Alert: This is a notification mechanism through which a user becomes aware of 1) smart environment, and 2) Information collection. Also, this property should consider notification when a user is switching between different smart environments. Metrics are devised to assess this design principal. Examples are given in Table 3 .
Choice and consent: After notification, user should be given selection mechanisms to choose. This property is important for exercising user control over information.
Proximity:
This principle refers to the ability of a system to intelligently understand the location and offer its services selectively. Implementation of this principle will limit unnecessary disclosure of information.
Anonymity: Unless explicitly required, user identity should be anonymous.
Feedback: An application should be able to log all usage of information. The principle will help monitor information usage, successful and unsuccessful requests and operations. Based on these four principles, a set of metrics is suggested by this for assessing each of the above mentioned principles. These metrics are given in Table 3 .
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The proposed metrics are applicable to a wide range of privacy-aware ubiquitous applications. Assessment and scoring for each metric can be aggregated to the total score. For each metric, an ideal value is proposed. They are designed to fall on one (lower) bound. Thus, the ideal value for aggregate score is zero (0), which signifies that a particular application is fully privacy-aware. An application which is not fully privacy-aware would tend towards large number (positive infinity).
Discussion and Conclusion
Based on literature, evaluations of UC applications have been done by assessing user perceptions. Privacy is usually perceived differently by different users. Measuring UC applications in terms of perceived privacy will not ensure consistent insights and benchmarks to enhance and distinguish privacy aware UC application from others. Alternatively, measurable system based characteristics should be identified for measuring privacy irrespective of user perceptions.
Despite the effort made towards privacy protection, design of useful privacy metrics for assessing devices and UC applications is largely an unexplored area of research. While recent studies have considered metrics for regulatory compliance, usability and security, there is a need for designing and developing a metrics framework for evaluating UC applications privacy. In this paper, together with review of initiatives for measuring information privacy, a set of metrics have been proposed for measuring privacy levels. While these metrics are not exhaustive, we believe that they contribute towards the derivation of a complete set of metrics for measuring privacy level of ubiquitous computing applications.
